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Abstract 
 

The Discussion on how people create and participate in space is strenghtened by post-
structuralists who are always ‘suspicious’ on how “things” work, are inhabited, and experienced 
historically. Retelling, reordering, and exploring new teritories or alternatives for explanation 
are the “must of” trend in some of academic practices nowadays. In terms of how space is 
created an and experienced, Foucaldian archeology of knowledge, Habermas “borjuase public 
space” or De chertau experienceing space strategically is one of important keywords in today 
blurred and decentralised space. The paradigm has changed our perspectives on how we should 
conceive a space. A space is no longer defined as only an entity bounded by the horison but 
formed by discursiveness: previllege on space which is based culture, economics, and politics is 
questioned. In this case, linearity is a locus for people participation in space. Hence, I try to 
make some reflection on how people conceive linearity and its implication to space. I will 
discuss this by refering to the famous site of pilgrimage in West Java: Cigugur-Kuningan. 
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A.  Introduction 

The discussion on how people create and participate in space is strenghetened by 
post-structuralisms which ‘suspicious’ on how “things” work, are inhabited, and 
experienced historically. Retelling, reordering, and exploring new teritories or 
alternatives for explanation are the “must of” trend in some of academic practices 
nowadays. In terms of how space is created an and experienced, Foucaldian archeology 
of knowledge, Habermas “borjuase public space” or De chertau  experienceing space 
strategically is one of important keywords in today blurred and decentralised space. The 
paradigm has changed our perspectives on how we should conceive a space. A space is 
no longer defined as only an entity bounded by the horison but formed by 
discursiveness: previllege on space which is based culture, economics, and politics is 
questioned. In this case, linearity is a locus for people participation in space. Hence, I 
try to make some reflection on how people conceive linearity and its implication to 
space. I will discuss this by refering to the famous site of pilgrimage in West Java: 
Cigugur-Kuningan. 
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Pilgrimage practices as suggested by Turner create a temporary solidarity, 
liminal, among the pilgrims. It is easy for them to communicate and share their 
experiences. They can exchange the method and get acquainted each other on how to 
perform special rituals. For the pilgrims, whether just weekenders or truly specialists, 
they feel obliged to appreciate and follow the traditions attached to the sacred path. 
Consensus among them that to act inappropriately will earn spiritual consequences in 
site or even in their hometown. Convention and/or protocol in both sites is partly 
perpetuated by narratives. It is a part of connecting fractured experiences; the way 
people comprehend the world outside. As consequences, a narrative of pilgrimage could 
function as a device for knotting as well as comunicating experience to others regarding 
the sacredness of the space. Since both functions mostly occur in and are exercised in 
history and social praxis, a discursive practise is inherently impose competing 
perspectives and ideological strands.  

B.  Path 

In Sundanese, the best word for ‘path” is “satapak” or “jalan setapak” ini bahasa 
IndonesiaAccording to The New Shorter Oxford English Dictionary, there are five 
meaning related with ‘path’: (1) A way or track formed by continued treading, (2) A 
hollow or a deep cutting in a road, (3) the course (ussu. Unmarked) along which a 
person or thing moves or travels, (4) a course of action, procedure, or conduct. Also, a 
succession of movements made or operations undergone by something, (5) A continous 
mapping of real interval into a space; a single continuous unbranched series of nodes 
and lines in a graph (p.2122). 

A concept of the path based on semantic definiions above implies ‘sucession of 
point’ linearly aranged. There are there types of signification concerning the path: 
point, line, and area. Every society has its own ‘rule’ in ogranizing such point. 
Industrial and capitalist city could be different to socialist city; and some other 
‘organisation” are informed by myth and cultures as sugested by a number of research 
Austronesian includes Indonesia (Christomy, 2008).  The notion of ‘path’ in austronesia 
is very important as suggested by number of research in Pacific island and Indonesia. 
For my purpose, I need to mention a study conducted by Parmentier in Belau, The 
Sacred Remain: Myth, History, and Polity in Belau (1998).  Parmentier elaborates four 
categories related with the path: as cultural meaning (109-10), as narratives form (133-
34), as political strategy (84,109), and tittle succession (232).  

According to Christomy (2008; 2013) linearity is a locus for people 
participation in space. Such participation is made possible by ‘structural homologies’ 
where the path is similar to another ‘path’. As a structure, it can be traced for repeated 
action informed by the narratives. My assumption is Cigugur uses linear series and 
graded hierarchies to produce the meaningful actions. In my presentation, I will focus 
on the way people create the path in an area believed to be dendowed by the sacredness: 
Cigugur Kuningan  

C.  Opening The Path  

Although the inhabitants of Cigugur could be categorised ethnically into 
Sundanese, they have received different--to borrow Parmentier’s words--, “influence of 
its ancestors’ historicizing actions” (p. 307). They have been imposed to colonial past, 
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syncretism, conversion, aristocracy life style, agrarian culture as well as global tourism 
industries, and government politic, quite differently. Cigugur is known as local blessed 
places which try to connect them to the wider world through different paths: the path of 
agama Sunda wiwitan and Catholicism in the former and sufi tradition in the later. 

Cigugur Kuningan, which is located in step hill of Mt., Ciremai is known as the 
blessed place for both Sunda wiwitan and Catholic. In its beautiful landscape is buried 
Madrais who learned Islam, kebatinan, theosophy and latter popularised by his 
followers as one who propagate Agama Sunda which until now is still controversial 
among the other Sundanese. In this area has also been erected a Christian holy statue, 
Patung Jesus and Bunda Maria, which is established in the area where a priest in 1980 
believed to have a vision of the virgin Maria there. Now, this place is known as Siti 
Fatima Sawer Rahmat’s cave. 

Cigugur has been a focused in national affairs, especially when Gus Dur 
(Abdurahman Wahid) was the Indonesia president, gave facilities for any believers to 
express their faiths in their prefered environments. In the past, Madrais’s belief was 
once banned and this made the followers convert to become Catholics and Protestants. 
This case was a big surprise because most Sundanese are inclined to be Moslems, even 
devoted Moslems. When Soeharto, the second Indonesian President with 35 years of 
power, was on his power, he still controlled this belief well, because at that time there 
were only five state religions: Islam, Catholics, Protestant, Hindu and Budha. Beyond 
these religions, the believers of local faiths had to choose, or admit themselves as local 
faith followers like theosophy and not registered in the Department of Religion but in 
the Department of Justice. Since 1999, the Madrais followers have started to show their 
existence and do yearly rituals called seren tahun, a special agricultural ritual in the 
mountains. Furthermore, they have begun to invite the people from different religions to 
participate and observe their rituals. At present, Cigugur becomes one of annual meeting 
points in Indonesia where other ‘local religions’ from around Indonesia gather in the 
rituals.  

D.  The Path and Sign of History 

When I visited Cigugur they proudly stated that they had been waiting for this 
freedom to have a church for 50 years. Now, formerly famous for kabuyutan, Cigugur 
has two churches. Catholics more comfortable because in 1980 a Catholic preacher took 
his initiative to build a chapel and a sacred cave “Fatima Sawer Rahma”, erected in 
1990 for a visit especially designed for Catholics in Ciremai  Mountain (the highest 
Mountain in West Java). The Fatima Sawer Rahma sacred trails were drawn upon the 
Sundanese Kabuyutan area through the Princes permision offcourse. The path is one of 
the famous routes for pilgrims who come to Cigugur.  

Visitation to “Fatima Sawer Rahmat” should follow a footpath through the 
forrest trails following established points. In each spot, pilgrims could take a rest and 
contemplate on The Passion of Jesus Christ. Through these “chek points”,  gradually the 
communitas is created and, in the same time, “a degree of structural homology” were 
established. The signs of history, which represent ‘the past as meaningful signs” are 
sequenced through a series of visual markers pinned on the wall of the hill. I fund two 
arrangement behind such sequence: linear series and graded hierarchies. The path is a 
signifier for the narrative of Jesus Christ: experiencing the path is to experience the 
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Jesus Christ narratives. In the same instance, a grade of sacredness is ascending 
following the topography of the hill 

E.  Sign in History 

The structural homologies of the path, in fact, are not immune from the change. 
It means that the sign of the past is exposed to the social change. The course to the 
Fatimah Sawer Rahmat is locate in an area is already known as Madrais’s territory, the 
propagator of Agama Wiwitan. Nowadays, in daily basis, the most popular destination 
of pilgrimage is not the tomb of Madrais but the Fatimah Sawer Rahmat’ cave.  

For the Prince, being Sundanese is a medium for a meeting point for different 
religions. Prince Jati Kusuma himself is a Sunda Wiwitan. His village is a magnet for 
people from different religions.  He said to me on Janary 10, 2008 in his palace 

[…] my God, the greatest one, I would like to ask thou for your power to give me 
love from you’re your sole) to show human beings’ great respect to the One and 
only).  

duh gusti nu maha agung, nu luhung tur welas asih, nyuwunkeun kawenangannana  
(here, the expressions of nu luhung is inserted to show a much more polite way), 
that’s a Sundanese way, in the Muslim context there is a competition of ‘singing’ 
Qur’an, in the church there is a choir. This type of art is included in spiritual 
culture. Why is it called so? Well, the vibration of frequency waves can be detected 
not only by the electromagnetic waves existing in the human beings’ brain but also 
by feelings which soften the vibration and then this is transferred to the brain, to 
reasoning strength, which then thinks of something, to think of and to feel, to feel 
and to think of. That’s mihane the way how human beings do thins in various 
ways.  

After the existence of Catholics and Christians in the village, conflicts among 
the Catholics and Muslim have gradually appeared. In 1980, unknown groups burned a 
church. From the interview with the local people, outsiders cause the conflicts between 
Catholics and Moslems. If there is no provocation from the outsiders, Cigugur people 
live in harmony.  

Now, at Cigugur one family may consist of their members with different 
religions. The father of the person I interviewed was a Catholics, his brother was 
Moslem, and he himself is an old Sundanese believer. This fact is clearly shown by 
Prince Jatikusuma, a grandson of Madrais. His children are Catholics, Protestant, 
Moslem and Agama Sunda Wiwitan follower. Despite this fact, the sons must follow 
the old Sunda Wiwitan in order to maintain the tradition when he dies. After every 
annual seren tahun ceremony is openly conducted, according to Prince Jati Kusuma, the 
people from different religions who are invited or come with their own wish have 
understood what the people at Cigugur do.  

Well, if we do something again and again, as symbolized by seren tahun 
(celebration of saying goodbye to the previous year and welcoming the next year), 
making us get along with others, like the process of  removing the hard grains from 
the rice and we’ll get white rice which is ehm… ehm… very clean (8) 

According to the believers, Cigugur becomes the last ‘goal keeper’ to protect 
Sundanese tradition and Sunda religion. Being Sunda is the foundation for most 
Cigugur people to permit them to be mixed in different beliefs in their families as long 
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as they maintain the being-Sunda. For that reason, if we follow what Jati Kusuma 
explains, being Sunda is more important than being of one religion Cigugur has some 
sacred sites to be visited. Catholics go to Maria Cave in Ciremai Mountain, and Sunda 
believers visit the palace of Prince Jati Kusuma when the full moon appears. Cigugur 
has proved itself as the place to share with the Sunda tradition as a tie.  

How people conceive linearity and its implication to space? In my field research, 
linear series and graded hierarchies are indeed a property of the sacred pathways. As 
I have mentioned that pos-structuralism is always ‘suspicious’ on how “things” work 
are inhabited, and experienced historically. So, in what terms we are qualified to put our 
suspiciousness reading on linearity and graded hierarchy. In sign in history is briefly 
outlined a discursiveness of the lines. Here the concept of deconstructionist on line as 
proposed by Miller (2000:231) need to be considered. In his argument of the 
monological and logocentric line, Miller highlights the implication of those concepts on 
“control its progressive extension (ibid.233), the possibilities of the line to “turning 
back on itself” and …”subverts its own linearity’ (234). The paths in Fatimah Sawer 
Rahmat is narrated base on the narratives of Jesus Christ and modeling on pilgrimage of 
the holly saints. The sacred paths in pilgrimage courses around the world suggest such 
models.  

On one hand, the linearity of the paths, which provide people with homologies 
structure, is the course for a repetition of action in order to produce accepted meaning. 
On the other hand, the path is also used to ‘subvert its own linearity’. Creating the 
sacred paths means creating another trajectory of the past through the sign in history. 
The prominent elder of Cigugur which has been crises-crossed by diverse imported 
narratives said to me that this is the essence of being Sunda. Cigugur challenges 
dominant narratives that to be Sunda is to be Muslim and also rerouting other 
perspectives on how to follow the right paths. 
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